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Pittsburgh REIA Newsletter - October 2012
Our Next Meeting is Scheduled for Tuesday, Oct 16th
Agenda:
6:30 - 7:00 PM Early Bird Class with Brian Snyder. This is a great
class. Brian touches on all aspects of being an investor
7:00 - 7:15 PM Updates and Announcements
7:15 - 8:00 PM Legal and Accounting
8:00 - 9:00 PM Main Event - Pittsburgh City Councilman and 2
members of the City' s Building Inspectors Team
The featured speaker at the October 16th, meeting of the Western PA Real
Estate Investor’s Association meeting will be Pittsburgh City Councilman
Corey O’Conner. Joining Councilman O’Conner will be the Acting Chief of
the Bureau of Building Inspection, John Jennings, and Wayne Bossinger,
the Field Operations Manager for the Bureau of Building Inspection.

FREE Online Newspaper

We have a daily newspaper online, the Pittsburgh REIA Daily. It is a
compilation of real estate news from around the country. It is free and it
comes out every day. You can go to http://pittsburghreia.com/ , hover over
"Resources" and click "Real Estate News" to view the Pittsburgh REIA
Daily. You can read the paper every day. Here are a few example
headlines from Sunday 10/14/12.
Home-Selling Tips From Machiavelli - WSJ.com
online.wsj.com - Real-estate agents, take note: It's better to be feared than
loved. Research led by a professor at Morgan State University has found
that brokers who score high in Machiavellian personality tests s...
Should You Buy An Unfinished Home? - WSJ.com online.wsj.com - Q. I
am considering a home that the builder could not finish because of
funding issues. It sat for four years and does not have an occupancy
certificate. The outside frame/trim of the house is comp...
Realogy CEO highlights ties to real estate search portals
inman.com - If Zillow, Trulia and Realtor.com have come to symbolize the
way the Internet has revolutionized the real estate industry, don't assume
that brokerage and franchising giant Realogy Holdings Corp. i...
Final installment of Gary Keller trilogy a best-seller
inman.com - The third and final book in Gary Keller's "Millionaire Real
Estate Investor" trilogy is the best-selling real estate-related book on
Amazon.com today, and the other two book

Future Events
Wed Oct 17th Home Depot – Customer Appreciation Night

(6:30-9:00PM)

You should have already received an Evite for this event. The Camphorn
Rd. Home Depot will be rolling out the red carpet for us. They will be
providing food, product demonstrations, and as usual, there will be a
small army of product and service specialists on hand to answer any
questions that we might have.
―

Oct 20-21 Financial Freedom Seminar

This event has grown from a single conversation at dinner one night to a
once in a lifetime event for Pittsburgh area investors. Real estate legend
Ron Legrand, Robyn Thompson, Jay Conner, and Lee Phillips will all be in
Pittsburgh for the 2 day event at the Sheraton in Station Square. I' m
getting calls from clubs all over the country trying to figure out how I got
this all-star list together. Tickets are available at
http://pittsburghreia.com/?page_id=315

COMING IN JANUARY – CHRIS JOHNSON

Chris is the leading expert on getting grants. He has a package on
getting grants for real estate, to start a small business, and for
education. He will be at our meeting in January.

Live Right Now

The Forum is up and running, and as of this writing we have a substantial
number of members who have registered and can post on the forum. I
am really excited about this forum. It will give us all access to subject
matter experts in a variety of real estate related fields, plus the ability to
learn from one another and be able to share valuable info. I want to
thank Yan for suggesting the “bad tenant list”, it will go live after a few of
the other core upgrades to the forum. I urge you all to go to
PittsburghREIA.com, hit the link to the forum, get yourself signed up, and
see what we can do. This forum is limited only by what we, as a group
can imagine. Did I mention that I am excited ?????
“If you don't know, the thing to do is not to get scared, but to
learn.”
Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged

Education
“The Five Critical Steps to Success” by Ron LeGrand

There’s a lot of ways to make a million bucks, but most involve some kind
of business, and that business must have the potential to achieve a high
income, or all one has is a low paying job he/she happens to own. We
all have a choice. So, why not choose a business that can make you rich?
I know a dentist who spent $400,000 on two sandwich shops which his
family runs and can barely break even. There’s no way to sell because
there are hundreds on the market and a business making no money isn’t
worth much, especially when it has no upside potential. He’s headed for
a $400,000 seminar, but hey, we all take them and look how much smarter
he’ll be the next time.
In 1982, I was bankrupt broke, working as a mechanic, 35 years old and

In 1982, I was bankrupt broke, working as a mechanic, 35 years old and
clueless. I got into a heated argument with my wife over a washing
machine. She wanted a new one and I wanted to fix the old one because I
didn’t have the $150 to spend.
That night, there was no sleep. All I could think about was how big of an
“a—hole” I was for arguing with a mother of four whom I’d already been
married to for 17 years because she wanted to wash clothes for her
family. The next day, I started looking for a way out. I didn’t want to live
like this for the rest of my life. There had to be something I could do to
make a better living.
My way out was real estate. I started reading books and attended a
seminar to get me started. Greed and hunger took over from there.
Before I knew it I’d bought and sold several hundred houses without using
my money or credit, and still do it today, over 2,000 now.
I tripled my income easily the first year, and it continued to climb for
years thereafter until I started creating courses on what I know, and
selling them in 1987. Then my income tripled again.
Today, my company continues to market information products to real estate
investors and those who want to triple their income on the internet or
learn how to start and grow any business. Since that has become my
chosen field and hundreds of thousands have gone through our training, it
puts me in a good position to see what people do right and what they do
wrong.
One lesson I learned the hard way has become my credo:
The Less I Do, The More I Make
No, that doesn’t mean you get paid for not working. But, it does mean you
must do only the things no one else can and let other people do what they
do best and get out of their way. If your life is never-ending minutia and
every day goes by with no activity to grow your business, it’ll never be
more than a job and soon be one you’ll want to quit. The boss must stay
focused on revenue and spend every day increasing it. No one else in
the company cares about it more than the boss, the owner, the receiving
the major benefits of a business.
Most waste time the same way, day-in and day-out and not one productive
thing gets done.
These are five steps to any business, regardless of its product or
service. I buy and sell real estate, own a restaurant, have several online
businesses, develop real estate, own an information marketing company,
a consulting business, speak at events and a few other odds and ends.
These five steps apply to all of them. FYI, I don’t have to be present for
any of these businesses to operate and, in fact, I’m not present much.
HERE’S THE FIVE STEPS
1) Locate Prospects – Without them there is no business and this is where
many owners fail. They’re great at doing the thing they sell, but suck at
marketing. I’d rather be great at marketing and suck at the thing I sell. It
can and should be hired out anyway, not done by you. I’m a lousy cook,
so it’s a good thing I’m not my own chef. I’m great at buying houses, but

not one thing I do can’t be done by someone else. I love internet
marketing, but the day you find me building my own website you have my
permission to shoot me. My time is spent getting business until I replace
myself, then I watch my replacements.
Focus on Revenue, Not cost control
2) Prescreen Prospects – There’s a big difference between prospects and
suspects. Until you receive money for a product or service you have a
prospect, not a customer. Until a prospect shows serious interest and is
predisposed to do business with you because they know what you can do
for them, you have a suspect. Your objective is to get suspects to
prospects to customers ASAP cost effectively. That means 20% of the
budget should be spent on getting suspects and 80% on converting to
customers, the exact opposite that most businesses do. Usually 80%95% of any suspect pool will never buy so don’t spend time trying to make
chicken salad out of chicken manure.
3) Construct and present offers – With no offer, there is no sale. In real
estate, it’s the offer to purchase. In a restaurant, it’s the menu and a
waiter upselling. Online, it’s the sales letter. In retail, it’s the inventory
proudly displayed or on sale. In all businesses, there better be an offer
and the owner must learn to present it in the form the consumer wants to
receive it. That usually means multiple media. A business with only
one way to get customers is a business on its way out.
One is a Bad Number in Business
4) Follow-Up – 82% of the revenue in most businesses comes from the
second to the seventh contact with a prospect. No doesn’t mean no. It
only means see me later when time and circumstance change my mind.
That means a business that doesn’t follow up with a sequential campaign
to capture customers will lose up to 82% of its potential revenue. Ask
yourself, when’s the last time a business, any business, followed up with
you? The key is to work hard converting prospects and a little on
suspects, but neither can be done without a database of both. I’m
appalled at how few businesses even keep a list of their customers, which
is their largest and most valuable asset. Have you seen a restaurant
lately even ask your name, much less do any work to capture your contact
info? I can assure you, mine does. You ain’t getting out the door until
we give you a shameless bribe to get on our newsletter list.
5) Close Quickly – That means get the money. I’m shocked at how many
businesses get the bride right to the altar and never ask for a “call to
action.” You must ask for money, fully expect to receive it and not quit
until you do. There’s no shame in swapping products and services for
money. It’s how businesses survive, and the better you get at it the faster
you’ll triple your income. Let the staff handle the minutia while you
focus on closing sales and training others to do the same, until you’re not
needed anymore.
Let’s recap! If you want to have a successful business and triple your
income, you must:
Put yourself in a position to do so in a business where it can happen.

Second, build a marketing system to attract suspects, convert to
prospects and then to buyers.
Third, repeat, repeat, repeat
It’s not rocket science: It’s the Chunka Theory – the chunka comin in must
be larger than the chunka going out
Probate of a Will

By Lee R. Phillips, JD – US Supreme Court Counselor

Probate of a will historically has been a deep hole that families found
themselves in when a family member died. If you only have a will, it must
be probated. Probate is the process where the court determines who has
the rights to a deceased person’s property. Traditionally it has been an
expensive legal process. Many attorneys make the argument that the
probate of a will isn’t the money sucking, time wasting monster it was 30
years ago. They will tell you that the Uniform Probate Code has
“streamlined” probate proceedings. Most states have some version of the
Code in place. What does that mean to you? It means nothing.
Unfortunately, attorneys still grind their clock and make probate the cash
cow it has always been for them. Maybe they could make it easier, but
they don’t. They would lose money and there’s no law that says they have
to.
Every county in the United States has its courts. Note that I said courts.
There is always a Probate Court. It is a whole court system set up just for
probate. It has clerks, buildings, judges, and everything. Don’t tell me
that the probate business is dead. I have had attorney friends tell me that
it is so easy now that nobody has to worry about probate of a will
anymore. Less time, less money, less frustration, it’s great they say. I
don’t believe them. Go ahead, expound on how simple and cheap probate
of a will is with any family going through the process, and they will
probably spit on you. They will tell you, “Probate of a will is a money
sucking, time wasting monster that is alive and well.”
Probate of a Will Can Be Avoided
Probate can always be avoided. You just need a trust. A trust holds your
property and continues to exist after you die so your heirs don’t have to go
to court to determine their rights to your property. Having said that, I also
have to say that there are a number of reasons why you would want to go
through the probate process. It is a legal tool. Grandpa was killed in an
auto accident. Two kids were drag racing on a street during the lunch
hour. There were other passengers in Grandpa’s car, and there were other
cars involved. To make sure nobody tried a lawsuit against us, I hurried
and probated his estate. Yes, he had a living revocable trust, and I had
seen to it that he knew how to use the trust, so there didn’t need to be any
probate, but we did a probate anyway. The probate took a good number of
months, but it stopped potential lawsuits that could be filed for many
years afterwards. It was a “formal probate,” which means we had to
publish for creditors (lawsuiters) and jump all of the hoops. But after it
was done, I was sure nobody was going to come after us. We were using
probate as a tool to protect us.
There are several “levels” of probate. The formal probate runs the full 9
yards. It requires all of the publication in newspapers, the long waiting
periods, the multiple court appearances, etc., etc. Informal probates are
easier, cheaper and faster (in theory). If we know Dad doesn’t owe

easier, cheaper and faster (in theory). If we know Dad doesn’t owe
anybody money, there won’t be any family fights, we are sure Dad only
had one will, and everything else is ok, then do the informal probate.
Each state also has a probate process where everything can be done by
affidavits, provided the estate value is under a certain limit. The limits
vary from state to state. The limit is usually somewhere between $50,000
and $100,000 in gross probatable estate value.
In probate like everything else, you have to know how to use the law and
not be used by it. Unfortunately, you can’t always afford to just trust your
favorite attorney, even if he was dad’s best friend. The temptation for any
attorney to pick the probate plum is just too strong, and the family usually
doesn’t know the difference. So, the attorney picks the easy money making
plum at the family’s expense.
I have given you an overview of the problems with probate of a will and a
few solutions in this article. A full discussion on probate can be found in
my book, Guaranteed Millionaire.
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